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Abstract—RFID is often cited as the next big evolution in 
computing as it effectively enables everyday objects to be 
connected to the internet. RFID readers are now available on 
mobile phones and in this paper we present an example of 
their use in a location based mobile game. Location based 
games are a new entertainment genre that allow users to play 
games in mixed reality in that they incorporate knowledge of 
their physical location and then provide them with the ability 
to interact with both real and virtual objects within that 
location.  The game presented in this paper is the first of its 
kind and shows the potential for using RFID with mobile 
phones.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Future mobile applications with ubiquitous location 
services will present a wealth of opportunities for location 
based services. One example of this which offers new 
dimensions in video games are the location based games. 
These games present a mixed reality world for the player 
incorporating their physical location and the objects within 
that location into the virtual game world.  
Current location based applications and games use either 
one or a combination of location technologies depending 
upon the nature and demand of the application. These 
location technologies can vary both in terms of complexity 
and accuracy and come in a variety of forms such as Cell 
ID, Time Difference of Arrival or Enhanced Observed Time 
Difference to satellite dependent such as GPS or Assisted 
GPS [1].  With the exception of Cell ID all these methods 
use signal measurements to estimate the position of the 
mobile users relative to the system infrastructure. An 
alternative approach is to ascertain location from the user’s 
interaction with objects of known location where their 
position can then be implied. The interaction could be 
within a physical area using technologies such as Bluetooth 
[2] or down to object level using one of the various forms of 
two dimensional bar codes such as QR codes [3]. All the 
two dimensional bar code systems use a phone with an on-
board camera to either decode the code on the phone or 
through interaction with an online database. With major 
phone manufactures putting Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) readers onto phones [4] and the advent of Near 
Field Communications (NFC), RFID tags offer an 
alternative approach that are both simpler to read and 
requires less power drain on the mobile phone battery than 
the use of a camera.      
The vast majority of location based games thus far have 
either used Cell-ID [5] [6] or phones equipped with GPS [7] 
and there is only one example of a game utilizing two 
dimensional bar codes [8]. The game presented in this paper 
is a new version of legendary video game PACMAN played 
by human players around an actual location using RFID 
enabled mobile phones. There have been earlier attempts to 
bring this game to life such as PacManhattan [9] which was 
played on streets of Manhattan and Virtual PacMan which 
is being developed in Singapore [10]. The former merely 
uses a phone to relay the player’s position to other players 
who enter this position into an on-line game while latter 
uses a highly elaborate and expensive combination of GPS, 
wearable computers, Wi-fi, Bluetooth, and other sensors. 
The game presented in this paper is simpler more effective 
and represents a form of mobile phone location based game 
that could be deployed in any location to a mass market of 
users with minimal cost. It also illustrates that RFID will 
offer many new and exciting possibilities to mobile 
application developers. 
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND DESIGN 
PACLAN is a novel version of the video game 
PACMAN in which human players play the game on a 
maze based on Lancaster University campus. Figure 1 
shows the map of Alexandra Park which is the pedestrian 
area of campus where the game is played and the screen 
shot taken from the phone of the corresponding maze. 
      
Figure 1: Actual Map and Game Maze 
 
To play the game the Paclan player collects pills using 
the mobile which are in the form of colored discs containing 
RFID tags placed around the maze. Four other players take 
the role of the ghosts who attempt to hunt down the Paclan. 
A Java application, running on a mobile phone connects 
Paclan and the Ghosts to a central game server using GPRS 










Figure 2: PACLAN networking overview 
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 The server relays to Paclan his current position and that 
of the ghosts based on the pills he has collected. The pills 
can also be used by the ghosts, not to gain points, but to 
obtain Paclan’s last known position which will only be 
updated when they interact with another pill. The ghosts 
‘kill’ Paclan by detecting him via RFID on the clothing (or 
costume). Similarly when Paclan collects a power pill he is 
then able to kill the ghosts using the same RFID detection 
process. Dead ghosts must then return to the central point to 
be reactivated into the game. Points are allocated on pills 
collected and ghosts killed. The central point is controlled 
by the server and a special RFID point to ensure ghosts 
remain immobile until released. 
The client applications for PacLan and Ghosts handle 
the game information differently and in the following 
paragraphs we will provide more detail of these 
implementations. Figure 3 shows the application flow 






























Figure 3: Application flow for PacLan Mobile Client 
 
The application uses J2ME’s persistent storage 
functionality to hold information about each tag collected 
and if the tag has been collected previously the player is 
alerted. For new tags the client must ascertain the type 
(general pill, power pill, or kill pill) initiates the required 
action such as updating points or initializing timers for 
power pill etc. The tag identification along with timer 
information, if required, is sent to the central server over 
GPRS, as indicated by the dotted lines in the diagram.  
One of the major differences for the Ghost client, as 
shown in figure 4, is in the way the application handles the 
tag data. The Ghost application simply looks up the tag type 
and contacts the server to get new updates. In case of a 
general pill the server returns the current location of PacLan 
and color codes Paclan on display from yellow to red if 
Paclan possesses a power pill. Time out for power pill is 
only achieved by the ghosts reading a number of RFID tags. 
This game play forces ghosts to read the RFID tags more 
often and prevents Ghosts from trying to ambush Paclan by 
not up-dating their position.   
Server uses PHP to handle information from both 
clients. Received information is updated in the database and 
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Figure 4: Application Architecture for Ghost Mobile Client 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Extensive testing will be conducted over the fall of 2005 
and in the overall paper we will not only provide greater 
detail on the implementation of the system but also on the 
experiences of a large numbers of players. This novel 
application and our operational experience should provide a 
valuable insight to the potential uses of RFID in 
conjunction with mobile phones. 
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